CITING WEB SOURCES

CHICAGO/TURABIAN STYLE

To cite a document available on the World Wide Web, provide the following information:

- Author’s name, if known.
- Title of document, in quotation marks.
- Title of complete work, main home page, or journal in italics.
- Date of publication or last revision (if known).
- The URL (Uniform Resource Locator) OR for an article from a commercial subscription database, the name of the database if is not part of the URL.
- If the URL is a stable URL it can be cited, but in the case of articles from subscription databases, extremely long URLs are counterproductive as mistakes in copying are prone to happen.
- Date of access, in parentheses, if information is time sensitive.

On-line Journal Article (full text is supplied by the database from a commercial supplier):

On-line Journal Article (direct from electronic journal website):

Online Magazine article (full text is supplied by the database from a commercial supplier):

Newspaper article (from a commercial supplier):

If the city is not part of the newspaper title, give it in parentheses after the newspaper title.

On-line Newspaper article, no author given (from a commercial supplier):

On-line Newspaper article (direct from newspaper Web page):

Web Home Page:
Section or Part of a Web Page (no author given):

Government Document:

Section, Chapter or Part of a Government Document:

Section, Chapter or Part of an Electronic Book in a Library Collection:

Online Book, Full Text Available Electronically:

Notes:
- Arrange citations in alphabetical order by the authors' last names. For corporate authors, (organizations or government agencies) alphabetize on the first word of the organization or agency name. In the case of citations without an author given, alphabetize on the first major title word (i.e. ignore initials articles The, A, or An).
- Single space within citations. Leave one space between citations, and indent 2nd and subsequent lines of each citation.
- Follow "title format" rules for capitalizing article and Web page titles.
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